UCLA-led video campaign focuses on multiracial solidarity for AAPI month

The social media initiative, created by Professor Renee Tajima-Peña and alumnus Jeff Chang, builds on the Stop AAPI Hate movement of this past year.
Human wastewater is feeding harmful algae blooms off of Southern California’s coast

Q&A on the recent Israeli–Palestinian violence

Mother honors daughter’s memory by endowing UCLA chair in liver transplantation

Imaging technique could help identify where landslides are likely

UCLA Extension offers training on cultural diversity and de-escalation in law enforcement

FACULTY AND STAFF NEWS

Chon Noriega speaking

Chon Noriega’s visionary leadership brought Latino culture and art to
The director of UCLA’s Chicano Studies Research Center is stepping down at the end of June after nearly two decades.

Chandra Bhatnagar: Helping UCLA embody its ideals on equality

T-Kay Sangwand spins UCLA Library archives into the fabric of Los Angeles

Asian American faculty book projects show wide-ranging cultural expertise

COVID-19 information for the campus community

UCLA is continuing to monitor the progression of COVID-19 and the vaccination process while working closely with local, state and national officials.

UCLA IN THE NEWS

Here are 65 animals that laugh, according to science | Smithsonian Magazine

Vaccinating young teenagers seen as vital | Los Angeles Times

California wildfires triple amid drought | Newsweek

The pandemic’s next effect: A wave of disabling grief | Scientific American

Appeals court rules on qualified immunity for police | CNN

Businesses struggle to fill millions of job openings | CBS Evening News
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